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ABSTRACT

Conventional classification methods tend to focus on features of individual objects, while missing out on potentially valuable pairwise features that capture the relationships between objects. Although recent developments on graph regularization exploit this aspect, existing works generally assume only a single kind of pairwise feature, which is often insufficient. We observe that multiple, heterogeneous pairwise features can often complement each other and are generally more robust in modeling the relationships between objects. Furthermore, as some objects are easier to classify than others, objects with higher initial classification confidence should be weighed more towards classifying related but more ambiguous objects, an observation missing from previous graph regularization techniques. In this paper, we propose a Dirichlet-based regularization framework that supports the combination of heterogeneous pairwise features with confidence-aware prediction using limited labeled training data. Next, we showcase a few applications of our framework in information retrieval, focusing on the problem of query intent classification. Finally, we demonstrate through a series of experiments the advantages of our framework on a large-scale real-world dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many applications in information retrieval (IR) call for effective classification techniques. For instance, the problem of text categorization is fundamental to a myriad of real-world tasks, such as automated email organization, spam detection, and information filtering. As another example, fine-grained query intent classification enables a search engine to direct users to the intended search verticals, greatly enhancing user experience.

While any conventional machine learning algorithm can be used for classification in IR applications, straightforward adaptation is generally unfruitful, since there exist challenges beyond traditional classification tasks. One prominent issue is the sparsity of feature vectors. For instance, in our query intent classification dataset, about 95% of the queries contain no more than five words.

Recent developments in graph-based regularization [20, 18, 2, 3] somewhat tackles the problem of feature sparsity. Instead of object-level features that are independently extracted from each object, we now consider pairwise features that are extracted from each pair of objects. Hence, each object can potentially be paired with any other object for feature extraction. In this work, we employ pairwise features derived from similarity functions between objects, such that a graph can be constructed by linking similar objects with edges. The edges can be used to propagate classification evidence from one object to another based on the key assumption of consistency—similar objects are likely to have similar class labels [20]. In other words, the classification of an object can be “helped” or regularized by its neighbors on the graph. In comparison, conventional classification algorithms cannot easily incorporate pairwise features without blowing up the parameter space and subsequently requiring more labeled training data.

Given the above benefits, graph-based regularization has also been adopted in IR applications, most notably through the use of a click graph [12, 7, 11] in query intent classification. A click graph usually consists of queries and websites as its vertices. A query \( q \) and a website \( w \) are connected by an edge if \( q \) results in a click landing on \( w \). Intuitively, two queries connected to the same website are related, and thus should share a similar prediction.

While making the same assumption of consistency, we are motivated by two core observations, which entail key intuitions towards a more effective graph-based regularization framework.

First, most existing regularization framework only deals with a single kind of pairwise feature. However, heterogeneous pairwise features often exist. For instance, in query intent classification, queries can be related through not only clicks, but also other pairwise features, including lexical similarity (“acer laptop” and “laptop” are related due to word overlap), co-session (the second query could be a refinement of the first in the same session), and the simi-
larity of search result pages (two queries that retrieve similar pages may be similar themselves). These different pairwise features potentially complement each other, as some may only cover a small fraction of all queries (e.g., not all shopping queries have associated product clicks). In addition to sparsity, some pairwise features may lack the robustness to capture similarities between two objects. E.g., while both queries “hp 3 in 1” and “canon printer” refer to printers, they contain no common words and thus their similarity cannot be represented by lexical pairwise features. To support heterogeneous pairwise features, the challenge lies in how different similarity functions can be aggregated to optimize the regularization, which is missing from previous regularization frameworks.

Second, in existing graph regularization, the extent to which the classification of an object $o$ influences $o'$ only depends on their similarity. Greater similarity between $o$ and $o'$ means that they have stronger influences on each other. While this is reasonable, a second factor, largely overlooked by previous work, is the confidence of classification. If we are more confident about the prediction on $o$, we expect it to influence its neighbors on the graph more. On the other hand, if we are unsure about the prediction on $o$, we should minimize its influence. In other words, we use objects that are easier to classify (with higher classification confidence) to help predict harder ones (with lower classification confidence), but less so the other way round. Existing regularization works do not provide for a mechanism to incorporate classification confidence. In contrast, our modeling of objects with Dirichlet priors allows us to interpret the observation counts as confidence.

Finally, another challenge of classification lies in the requirement of a large amount of labeled training data, especially in real-world IR applications with a large number of classes. Our experiments on query intent classification involve 2043 classes, and thus require much more labeled training queries than, say, a binary classification task. Our framework deals with the shortage of labeled training data in two ways. To begin with, like other graph-based regularization frameworks (e.g., [20, 18]), classification evidence is propagated across the graph along the edges. By using more unlabeled data, we generally obtain a denser graph that promotes such propagation, and hence improve the performance. Our experiments show that adding more unlabeled data yields superior results, despite using the same set of labeled training data. Next, our framework allows for fewer parameters, independent of the number of classes. Hence, even with limited training data and a large number of target classes, our technique is effective.

In this paper, we propose a regularization framework that can be applied to different applications, hinged on our insights above. To summarize, we make the following contributions:

- **Motivation**: We recognize the need for heterogeneous pairwise features that complement each other, and confidence-aware regularization that distinguishes objects of different initial classification confidence. (Sect. 1)
- **Framework**: We develop a generic graph-based regularization framework. The framework supports arbitrary heterogeneous pairwise features, is confidence-aware, and works with a limited amount of training data. (Sect. 3)
- **Applications**: We showcase how our framework can be applied to a few applications in IR, primarily focusing on query intent classification in the shopping domain. (Sect. 4)
- **Experiments**: We conduct extensive experiments on a real-world dataset for query intent classification. Our approach substantially outperforms traditional regularization methods which do not consider heterogeneous pairwise features or confidence, validating our observations. (Sect. 5)

## 2. RELATED WORK

**Pairwise features.** Many IR classification tasks are plagued by feature sparsity. Thus, a significant amount of research has studied augmenting the feature vector (e.g., [4, 16, 15, 5] for query-intent classification). Unfortunately, these techniques are generally not universal to other classification tasks. Driven by the hypothesis that “similar objects share similar labels” [20], we consider pairwise features that allow for feature extraction from any pair of objects, potentially expanding the feature space.

Although it is difficult to incorporate pairwise features in conventional classification algorithms without blowing up the parameter space, they have been used in recent graph-based regularization frameworks [20, 18, 2, 3] and related random walk approaches [17, 7]. Examples of their applications in IR include the use of click graphs [12, 10, 7, 11] in query intent classification, and document affinity matrices [8, 9] in text retrieval. However, unlike this paper, most of these works do not consider heterogeneous pairwise features, which complement each other and thus play an important role in improving classification accuracy. While a recent work [11] explores a content-based pairwise feature in addition to co-clicks, its treatment is limited as it lacks a mechanism to effectively aggregate arbitrary pairwise features. In particular, their parameters are manually selected, making it difficult to extend to more pairwise features. In comparison, we learn the parameters via an iterative optimization process.

**Confidence.** Existing regularization frameworks [20, 18, 2, 3] and their task specific realizations (e.g., [12, 10, 7, 11] for query intent classification and [8, 9] for text retrieval) do not recognize the importance and hence take advantage of the classification confidence associated with objects. We observe the need of confidence-aware regularization, and exploit it to improve classification accuracy. Specifically, we are more confident about objects that are easier to classify, which should have a larger influence towards the prediction of their neighbors.

**Limited training data.** To deal with the shortage of labeled training data, many task specific techniques exist (e.g., [1, 12, 13, 15] for query-intent classification). However, they are often highly tailored and cannot be easily extended to a generic framework. In our framework, we benefit from using more unlabeled data by exploiting the relationships between objects, leveraging the semi-supervised nature of graph-based regularization [20, 18, 2, 3]. In addition, our framework involves a small parameter space independent of the number of target classes, and thus performs well even with limited training data and thousands of target classes.

## 3. REGULARIZATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we develop our graph regularization framework. It is universal to different classification tasks, including our example application on query intent classification in Sect. 4.

Given a set of objects $O$ and a set of classes $C$, each object $o \in O$ has some distribution over $C$. We regularize the class distribution of $o$ by the class distributions of objects similar to $o$, i.e., adjust the prediction on $o$ according to objects similar to it. To start, we capture objects and their pairwise similarity features using a graph. Next, based on the graph, we introduce our regularization model.

### 3.1 Object-Relationship Graph

We model objects and their pairwise features with a graph $G = (O, R)$. $O$ is the set of objects that define the vertices. $R$ is the set of relationships between objects that describe the edges of the graph, which are derived from the pairwise features between ob-
classification in the shopping domain as our running example. An edge on the graph is represented as a triplet on the graph. For example, the query "canon" in Fig. 1 is a vertex to be classified as a digital camera or inkjet printer, among others.

Figure 1: Example graph for classification of shopping queries.

Vertices. Each object or the target entity of classification is a vertex on the graph. For example, the query "canon" in Fig. 1 is a vertex to be classified as a digital camera or inkjet printer, among others.

Edges. An edge on the graph is represented as a triplet $(o, o', \tau) \in R$, which models the relationship between two objects $o$ and $o'$ based on a pairwise feature $\tau$. Unlike traditional object-level features that are independently extracted from each object (e.g., words in each document in text classification), $\tau$ is in fact a feature defined on a pair of objects that describes their mutual similarity. Conceptually, $\tau$ can be understood as a particular similarity function on two objects. For instance, as Fig. 1 illustrates, it can be the cosine similarity between the word vectors of two queries (lexical pairwise feature), or the number of co-clicks for two queries (co-click pairwise feature). Thus, there can exist as many edges between two objects as the number of pairwise features, such as between "canon" and "canon sd1000" in Fig. 1.

The strength of a relationship is encoded as the non-negative weight of its corresponding edge $(o, o', \tau)$, and is thus a function of the two objects $o, o'$ and the pairwise feature $\tau$, denoted as $W(o, o', \tau)$. $W(o, o', \tau)$ can be understood as the similarity between $o$ and $o'$ with respect to $\tau$. By convention, $W(o, o', \tau) = 0$ iff the edge $(o, o', \tau) \notin R$. In this paper, we consider bi-directional, symmetric relationships, which have equal strengths in both directions, i.e., $W(o, o', \tau) = W(o', o, \tau)$.

3.2 Regularization Model

Given $K$ target classes $\{1, \ldots, K\}$, each object $o \in O$ has an underlying probability distribution over the $K$ classes that captures the possible user intents. E.g., in Fig. 1 the distribution for the query "canon" could be (digital-camera:0.3, inkjet-printer:0.2, …), indicating that the user may be looking for a digital camera with probability 0.3, an inkjet printer with probability 0.2, etc.

As such a distribution is inherently latent, we undertake a “distribution over distributions” instead. Specifically, we model the class distribution of each object $o$ using a Dirichlet prior $\text{Dir}(\alpha_0)$, parameterized by a vector $\alpha_0 = (\alpha_0[1], \ldots, \alpha_0[K])$. Informally, it describes the distribution over all possible latent class distributions of $o$, given that each class $i \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ has been observed $\alpha_0[i] - 1$, potentially fractional, times. The Dirichlet prior also conveniently allows us to treat the total count of observations $\sigma_o$ as the classification confidence—we are more confident in the prior if $\sigma_o$ is larger. We call $\sigma_o$ the prior confidence of $o$:

$$\sigma_o \triangleq \sum_{i=1}^{K} (\alpha_0[i] - 1) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \alpha_0[i] - K$$

In particular, we only consider unimodal Dirichlet priors, i.e., $\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, K\}, \alpha_0[i] > 1$, such that $\sigma_o > 0$. As we shall de-
We can understand Eq. 5 as a form of regularization. Informally, our original belief on object \( o \), as prescribed by its prior \( \text{Dir}(\alpha_o) \), is regularized by its neighbors, which change our belief and produce the regularized distribution \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \). Note that in the special case that \( o \) has no neighbors (\( N(o) = \emptyset \)), Eq. 5 would give us \( \tilde{\alpha}_o = \alpha_o \), i.e., no regularization is done.

**Confidence-aware prediction.** Given the regularized Dirichlet distribution \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \) for an object \( o \), we can make a prediction on \( o \) by first choosing the most likely class distribution, i.e., the mode distribution \( \tilde{m}_o \) of \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \). Subsequently, we assign classes to \( o \) according to \( \tilde{m}_o \), say, by taking the top \( k \) classes with the largest probabilities in \( \tilde{m}_o \), or all classes above a given probability threshold. Since \( \tilde{\alpha}_o[i] > 1, \forall i \), the mode has a closed form solution:

\[
\tilde{m}_o = \left( \tilde{\alpha}_o - 1 \right) / \tilde{\sigma}_o,
\]

(7)

where \( \tilde{\sigma}_o \) is the normalized posterior confidence of \( o \) in Eq. 6.

Unlike previous regularization frameworks [20, 18, 2, 3], the prediction by \( \tilde{m}_o \) is confidence-aware, as we will now demonstrate. Dividing both sides of Eq. 5 by \( \tilde{\sigma}_o \), we obtain:

\[
\frac{\tilde{\alpha}_o - 1}{\tilde{\sigma}_o} = \frac{\alpha_o - 1 + \sum_{o' \in N(o)} S(o, o')(\alpha_{o'} - 1)}{\sum_{o' \in N(o)} S(o, o') \sigma_{o'}},
\]

(8)

In Eq. 8, the left hand side is simply \( \tilde{m}_o \). On the right hand side, \( \alpha_o - 1 = \sigma_o \tilde{m}_o, \forall o \in O \), where \( \tilde{m}_o \) is the mode distribution of \( \text{Dir}(\alpha_o) \). Moreover, taking Eq. 6 into consideration, Eq. 8 can be further expressed as:

\[
\tilde{m}_o = \sigma_o \tilde{m}_o + \sum_{o' \in N(o)} S(o, o') \sigma_{o'} \tilde{m}_{o'},
\]

(9)

Similar to the harmonic method [20], Eq. 9 implies that the regularized mode \( \tilde{m}_o \) is a weighted average of the original (unregularized) modes \( m_o \) and \( m_{o'} \), \( \forall o' \in N(o) \). However, unlike [20], the weight on each neighbor \( o' \) is \( S(o, o') \sigma_{o'} \), which factors in both the similarity \( S(o, o') \) and the confidence \( \sigma_{o'} \). Hence, our model is confidence-aware, i.e., objects with higher confidence \( \sigma_{o'} \) will be weighted more in the regularization. As motivated in Sect. 1, such a property is desirable, since an object with low confidence would potentially introduce noise and thus its influence should be downplayed. On the other hand, [20] and other regularization models [18, 2, 3] only assign weights according to the similarity between the objects, without utilizing the confidence.

**Alternative interpretation.** Our regularization (Eq. 5) is equivalent to the minimization of a cost function, the essence of many graph-based regularization frameworks [20, 18, 2, 3]. Specifically, we minimize the following function over \( \tilde{\alpha}_o, \forall o \in O \):

\[
E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{o \in O} \left( \| \tilde{\alpha}_o - \alpha_o \|^2 + \sum_{o' \in N(o)} S(o, o') \| \tilde{\alpha}_o - \alpha_{o'} \|^2 \right),
\]

(10)

where \( \| \cdot \| \) is the Euclidean distance. Intuitively, the regularization should not change the original belief on \( o \) too much, i.e., we want \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \) to be close to the prior \( \text{Dir}(\alpha_o) \). Additionally, \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \) should be close to the prior \( \text{Dir}(\alpha_{o'}) \) of each neighbor \( o' \in N(o) \), from which observations are contributed towards \( o \).

To see the equivalence, we minimize \( E \) by setting its derivative with respect to \( \tilde{\alpha}_o \) to zero:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial \tilde{\alpha}_o} = \tilde{\alpha}_o - \alpha_o + \sum_{o' \in N(o)} S(o, o') (\tilde{\alpha}_o - \alpha_{o'}) = 0,
\]

(11)

which is algebraically equivalent to Eq. 5.

### 3.2.2 Regularization by Indirectly Related Objects

In the above model (Eq. 5), an object \( o \) is only regularized by its neighbors on the graph. In most scenarios, indirectly related objects, such as “neighbors of neighbors”, also provide additional evidence for \( o \). The evidence from “neighbors of neighbors” can be captured by regularizing \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \) again. In general, we propose an iterative regularization algorithm, which can potentially model the evidence from any object with a path to \( o \) on the graph.

**Iterative regularization.** As our regularized distribution \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \) is also Dirichlet, we can feed it back as input for regularization again in the exact same way as we have done in Sect. 3.2.1, treating \( \text{Dir}(\tilde{\alpha}_o) \) as the new Dirichlet prior for \( o \). The process can be repeated for any number of iterations.

Let \( \alpha_o^{(t)} \triangleq \alpha_o \) denote the Dirichlet parameter of the initial prior for an object \( o \). Furthermore, let \( \alpha_o^{(t)} \) be the regularized Dirichlet parameter after \( t \) iterations, \( \forall t > 0 \). Similar to Eq. 5, it is easy to see that \( \forall t \geq 1 \),

\[
\alpha_o^{(t)} - 1 = \frac{1}{S_o} \left( \alpha_o^{(t-1)} - 1 + \sum_{o' \in N(o)} S(o, o') \left( \alpha_{o'}^{(t-1)} - 1 \right) \right).
\]

(12)

As shown, we only need to know the Dirichlet parameters from the previous iteration to compute \( \alpha_o^{(t)} \). To start the iterative process, we bootstrap from \( t = 0 \) by specifying \( \alpha_o^{(0)}, \forall o \), for the initial prior of each object. How they are initialized is an orthogonal issue to our regularization framework. Different strategies may be applied based on the application, as we will discuss in Sect. 4.

Finally, we make predictions using the mode distributions after \( t \) iterations of regularization, \( \tilde{m}_o^{(t)} = (\alpha_o^{(t)} - 1) / \tilde{\sigma}_o^{(t)} \), in the same manner as discussed in Sect. 3.2.1.

### 3.3 Parameters Learning

In addition to the total number of iterations \( T \), each pairwise feature \( \tau \) has a parameter \( \lambda_\tau \) that specifies the overall influence of \( \tau \) towards the similarity between two objects (Eq. 2). Thus, our parameters are \( T \) and \( \Lambda \), where \( \Lambda \triangleq \{ \lambda_\tau : \forall \tau \} \).

We propose to learn the parameters with a heuristic objective function defined on only \( T \) and \( \Lambda \). Since \( |\Lambda| \) is generally small as restricted by the number of possible pairwise features between objects (in our experiments \( |\Lambda| = 2 \)), only a few labeled objects are needed for learning. In comparison, traditional supervised classification techniques train a model for each target class. In real-world
applications where the number of target classes is large ($K = 2043$ in our experiments), an enormous amount of training data would be required, as we would expect at least a few labels for each class. On the other hand, with our heuristic objective function, we require far fewer than $K$ to achieve good classification accuracy.

Our first attempt defines a global error function to optimize the parameters. However, due to computational challenges, we subsequently propose a local error function for the dynamic selection of parameters in each iteration. As the parameters are chosen to minimize the error functions, any existing numerical optimization technique can be used. In particular, we apply Powell’s method [14] to solve the optimization problem.

### 3.3.1 Global Optimization

Given a labeled training set $O_L \subset O$, and an initialization for the Dirichlet parameters $\Omega = \{\alpha_o(0) : o \in O\}$ at $t = 0$, we can define an error function as the minimization objective:

$$G_{\text{err}}(O_L, \Omega, \Lambda, T) = \frac{1}{|O_L|} \sum_{o \in O_L} \left\| m_o^{(T(\Omega, \Lambda)} - u_o^* \right\|^2,$$  \tag{13}

where $m_o^{(T(\Omega, \Lambda)}$ denotes the mode after $T$ iterations of regularization (using Eq. 12), with the initialization $\Omega$ and parameters $\Lambda$. $u_o^*$ is the “gold standard” distribution derived from the labels of $o$. $\| \cdot \|$ is the Euclidean distance. (Note that alternative distance measures such as KL-divergence may also be used.) We select parameters that minimize this global error, i.e., $\{\Lambda^*, T^*\} = \arg\min_{\Lambda, T} G_{\text{err}}(O_L, \Omega, \Lambda, T)$.

When $T = 1$, $m_o^{(T(\Omega, \Lambda)}$ can be computed for all $o \in O_L$ using only the neighbors of objects in the labeled training set $O_L$. When $T = 2$, we need to consider “neighbors of neighbors” as well. For larger $T$, we potentially need to compute iteratively over the entire graph of labeled and unlabeled objects. This makes the computation of the error function very costly. As many optimization techniques require repeated computation of $G_{\text{err}}(\cdot)$ for different values of $\Lambda$ and $T$, such an error function is computationally infeasible.

### 3.3.2 Iterative Optimization

As an efficient alternative to minimizing the global error, we propose an algorithm where we regularize the Dirichlet parameters $\alpha_o(t)$ (Eq. 12) and update the parameters $\Lambda$ in alternating fashion. In each iteration, we regularize the classification using the $\Lambda$ learned from the previous iteration. As the Dirichlet distribution on every object changes after regularization, we update $\Lambda$ by minimizing the error function for the next iteration. This is similar in spirit to the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. However, unlike EM which maximizes the likelihood function of the parameters, we are minimizing an error function. Our approach involves the following two steps in each iteration $t, \forall t \geq 0$:

1. **Regularization step.** If $t = 0$, initialize $\alpha_o(0), \forall o \in O$, according to the given $\Omega^{(0)} = \{\alpha_o(0) : \forall o \in O\}$. If $t > 0$, compute $\Omega^{(t)} = \{\alpha_o(t) : \forall o \in O\}$ from $\Omega^{(t-1)}$ (Eq. 12), using parameters $\Lambda^{(t)}$. Note that $\Omega^{(t)}$ and $\Lambda^{(t)}$ are already computed from the previous iteration.

2. **Minimization step.** To update $\Lambda$ for the next iteration, we minimize a local error function over $\Lambda$:

$$L_{\text{err}}^{(t+1)}(O_L, \Lambda) \triangleq G_{\text{err}}(O_L, \Omega^{(t)}, \Lambda, 1),$$  \tag{14}

which is the global error for $T = 1$ with initialization $\Omega^{(t)}$. We find $\Lambda^{(t+1)} = \arg\min_{\Lambda} L_{\text{err}}^{(t+1)}(O_L, \Lambda)$ for the next iteration. We continue the iteration until the minimum error converges.

Although in the regularization step, we still need to update the entire graph, it is acceptable as it is done only once per iteration. In contrast, to solve the optimization problem in each minimization step, the error function has to be computed numerous times. Thus it is important the error function involves only light-weight computation. Our local error function (Eq. 14) is defined using the global error function (Eq. 13) with $T = 1$, which can be easily computed using only the neighbors of the objects in the training set $O_L$, where typically $|O_L| \ll |O|$. E.g., in most of our experiments, $|O_L|$ is less than 0.1% of $|O|$. Another distinction in our iterative optimization is that we do not explicitly learn $T$, the maximum number of iterations. Instead, we terminate the iterations when the minimum local error $\min_{\Lambda} L_{\text{err}}^{(t)}(\cdot)$ converges. Although such convergence is guaranteed as established below, similar to EM, there is no guarantee that the global minimum $\min_{\Lambda} L_{\text{err}}^{(t)}(O_L, \Lambda)$ can be achieved.

**Proposition 1:** As defined in Eq. 14, the sequence of local minimum errors $\{\min_{\Lambda} L_{\text{err}}^{(t)}(O_L, \Lambda)\}_{t=1}^{\infty}$ converges to a finite limit.

**Proof:** Let $\Lambda_0$ denote that all parameters $\lambda_\tau$ are zero. Then, $\min_{\Lambda} L_{\text{err}}^{(t)}(O_L, \Lambda) \leq L_{\text{err}}^{(t)}(O_L, \Lambda_0) = \min_{\Lambda} L_{\text{err}}^{(t-1)}(O_L, \Lambda)$

Note that $(\ast)$ holds since $\Lambda_0$ implies that no regularization is done—we get the same error as the minimum error of the previous iteration. Thus, the sequence is monotonically non-increasing. Additionally, the minimum error is bounded from below by zero. Any bounded monotone sequence converges to a finite limit.

### 4. APPLICATIONS IN IR

We now discuss the applications of the regularization framework on real-world classification tasks in information retrieval. We first formalize what components of the regularization framework must be realized in any application. Next, we showcase a specific application on query intent classification in the shopping domain, followed by brief discussions of applications on other tasks. Finally, we describe the target scenarios of our applications.

#### 4.1 Realization of the Framework

Realizing our regularization framework requires a vertex model and one or more edge models.

**Vertex model.** As we see in Eq. 12, to enable iterative regularization, we need an initial model for $t = 0$, characterized by the Dirichlet parameters $\alpha_o(0), \forall o \in O$. Since each object $o$ is a vertex in the graph, we call this initialization a vertex model. As $\alpha_o(0) = \alpha_o(0) m_o(0) + 1$, which entails both the mode distribution and the confidence, we can equivalently set $\alpha_o(0)$ by initializing $m_o(0)$ and $\sigma_o(0)$ separately, as we do in Sect. 4.2.

**Edge model.** In Sect. 3, the strength of a relationship between two objects $o, o'$ is abstracted into a weight function $W(o, o', \tau)$, where $\tau$ is the pairwise feature that induces the relationship. Since relationships are edges on the graph, we call the realization of the weight function $W(q, q', \tau)$ for a pairwise feature $\tau$ an edge model.

#### 4.2 Example Applications

##### 4.2.1 Query Intent Classification

We address the problem of query intent classification in the shopping domain. Given a query $q \in Q$ from a query log of an e-commerce website, and a set of $K$ predefined product categories, the task is to map the query to a product category, with a limited
amount of labeled queries. Additional resources such as existing product metadata may also be leveraged. In the following, we present how we can realize the vertex and edge models for this task. Note that the set of queries \( Q \) in the given query log form the vertices on the graph instead of the generic objects \( O \) in Sect. 3.

**Vertex models.** Any conventional query classification algorithm can be used to initialize the mode \( m_q^{(0)} \) for each query \( q \in Q \), as long as the output of the algorithm can be converted to a probability distribution over the \( K \) categories, which is taken as the most likely distribution, i.e., the mode distribution \( m_q^{(0)} \). We first introduce a vertex model based on unigram language models, followed by possible alternatives.

**Language Vertex Model.** As input, we leverage existing product metadata from online shopping sites such as Bing Shopping. Each product is associated with metadata that include attributes such as name, brand and description, as well as the category to which the product belongs. From this data, we build a unigram language model \( \theta_i \) for each category \( i \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \) based on all observed words from the attribute values of the products in that category, weighted by product popularity. Given a query \( q \), to estimate \( m_q^{(0)} \), we evaluate the query likelihood \( p(q|\theta_i), \forall i \), and convert it to a probability distribution over categories by applying Bayes’ rule: \( p(\theta_i|q) \propto p(q|\theta_i)p(\theta_i) \), using the prior of the categories as estimated by the total popularity of all products in each category.

On the other hand, to initialize the confidence, we build a background model \( \theta_b \) by considering all products in our metadata. The intuition is that queries with a lower background model likelihood are easier to classify, as a low likelihood means that the words in the query are rare and more likely to be identified as belonging to those few categories that contain these rare words, resulting in higher classification confidence. On the other hand, a high likelihood implies that the query words are very common and appear in many categories, leading to lower confidence classification. Empirical study shows that the probability of a correct classification of a query is fairly correlated with its negative log likelihood. Thus, we initialize the confidence as follows:

\[
\sigma_q^{(0)} = - \log p(q|\theta_b) \tag{15}
\]

The language vertex model only requires a weak supervision from the product metadata, which is available from shopping websites. No training labels for individual queries are needed.

**Alternative Vertex Models.** To initialize the mode distribution, we can also use supervised but substantially more accurate classifiers. The disadvantage of using a supervised classifier is that it requires a large amount of labeled training queries to achieve good classification accuracy. However, after applying our regularization framework, using the weakly supervised unigram models can achieve comparable results to using a well-trained fully supervised classifier for the vertex model, as we shall observe in the experiments.

Eq. 15 is only a simple heuristic for the purpose of initializing the distribution confidence. Other heuristics can be used, such as the query length (longer queries provide additional features to guide its classification), or the consistency of the outputs from multiple classifiers (queries with more consistent outputs are arguably easier to classify). However, developing more theoretical confidence estimation methods, such as those explored by works on query difficulty [6], is beyond the scope of this paper.

**Edge models.** Among many possible pairwise features between queries, we focus on the lexical (\( \tau_{\text{lex}} \)) and co-click (\( \tau_{\text{click}} \)) features.

---

1http://www.bing.com/shopping

**Lexical Edge Model.** Given two queries \( q \) and \( q' \) from a query log, we can view each as a set of words, denoted by \( \phi(q) \) and \( \phi(q') \), respectively. We can then define the lexical edge model as follows:

\[
W(q, q', \tau_{\text{lex}}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \phi(q) \subseteq \phi(q') \text{ or } \phi(q') \subseteq \phi(q) \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases} \tag{16}
\]

This edge model is a symmetric, binary similarity measure: we draw an edge between two queries if one of them contains all words in the other. E.g., \( W(\text{“canon”}, \text{“canon camera”}, \tau_{\text{lex}}) = 1 \), whereas \( W(\text{“canon printer”}, \text{“canon camera”}, \tau_{\text{lex}}) = 0 \).

Although this edge model is simple, it is more effective in preliminary experiments than other more sophisticated models such as cosine similarity. One possible explanation is that our binary similarity results in less noise than cosine similarity.

**Co-click Edge Model.** We can also establish relationships between queries using co-click pairwise features. Intuitively, if two queries have more clicks that land on product pages belonging to the same category, they are more closely related. In many cases, we may only be able to deduce that two clicks lead to the same category (e.g., they land on the same URL, or URLs with the same prefix such as example.com/digital_camera/...), but we may not know the actual category, or how to map the vendor category to ours. Formally, we define the co-click edge model as follows, adapted from the co-citation/click measures in [19, 10]:

\[
W(q, q', \tau_{\text{click}}) = \log \left( 1 + \sum_e \frac{#(q, e)\#(q', e)}{N} \frac{N_c}{N} \right) \tag{17}
\]

In this edge model, each \( e \) is a category, which could be a “virtual category” with no direct correspondence to a target category, for reasons discussed above. \( \forall q \in Q, \#(q, e) \) denotes the number of clicks associated with query \( q \) that leads to category \( c \). \( N \) is the total number of clicks across all queries, whereas \( N_c \) is the number of total clicks that lead to category \( c \). Thus, \( N_c/N \) has an effect similar to inverse document frequency, i.e., more popular categories contribute less to the similarity between two queries. We also use a logarithm function to model a sublinear growth of the similarity with respect to the number of clicks.

**Additional Edge Models.** The following pairwise features can also be considered, although they are not used in our experiments.

- **User sessions.** In the same user session, the second query is often a refinement of the first. Thus, whether two queries co-occur in the same session and the frequency of such co-occurrence can be another pairwise feature.
- **Search results.** On an existing e-commerce system, a query can retrieve a set of related products (i.e., the search results). A pairwise feature between two queries could be the similarity of their search results. Alternatively, search results from a generic search engine can also be used, where similarity between retrieved pages can be measured instead.

**4.2.2 Other Applications**

We briefly discuss how we can realize our regularization framework on other applications in IR. As discussed in Sect. 4.2.1, the vertex model is often easy to realize using an existing classifier for the initial mode distribution and various heuristics for the initial confidence. Hence, for the following applications, we only discuss the choice of the pairwise features for their edge models, which are often neglected in conventional classification.

**Offer classification.** Given a product offer from a vendor, which is presented as a list of attribute-value pairs (e.g., product name, brand, image, description, as well as product-specific attributes such
as focal length for cameras), the task is to map it to our predefined categories. (Imagine we are an e-commerce website receiving feeds on offers from different vendors, whose attribute schemas and category taxonomies vary.) The following pairwise features could be used: (i) the graphical similarity between two product images; (ii) the overlap of product-specific attribute names, since products from the same category often share similar attribute names even across vendors; (iii) lexical similarity between the names and descriptions of two products.

**Text classification.** This is a classic task in IR that assigns each document to a class. With additional resources such as access statistics, social media and embedded hyperlinks, we suggest the following pairwise features: (i) co-readership, the number of readers who accessed both of the two documents within some time window; (ii) social tagging, the distributional similarity of the user tags on social sharing sites; (iii) hyperlinks in the documents, where similar documents likely point to similar pages; (iv) lexical similarity in the contents of two documents.

### 4.3 Target Application Scenarios

As our regularization framework requires multiple iterations over the entire graph \( G = (O, E) \), it is not intended for online classification. Instead, it is designed for offline computation, where the precomputed predictions for each object in \( O \) is stored in an index. Given a seen object \( o \) (i.e., \( o \in O \)), its precomputed prediction is directly fetched from the index. If \( o \) is previously unseen (i.e., \( o \notin O \)), we can use the vertex model to classify it on-the-fly. Alternatively, we may potentially look up \( o \)'s neighbors on the graph using an inverted index, locality sensitive hash, or other means, and subsequently regularize the classification of \( o \) using its neighbors for one iteration online.

As an example, let us consider a real scenario involving a live search system on the task of query intent classification. In this situation, as time passes, the live system collects a growing amount of data, including queries and clickthroughs. Thus, it is ideal if our regularization framework can be applied periodically offline (say, on a daily or weekly basis), in order to leverage more data and update the precomputed index accordingly. As our experiments show (Sect. 5.3), our approach runs fast enough on a single machine to be computed daily for at least tens of millions of queries.

Alternatively, we can apply our framework and take objects with highly confident predictions as labeled training data. Using these automatically generated training data, we can iteratively train a supervised classifier, extending the approach described in [12].

### 5. EXPERIMENTS

To analyze the performance of our regularization framework, we conduct extensive experiments on our showcase application of query intent classification, using a large scale real-world dataset.

The objective of our experiments is to validate that the proposed framework can utilize heterogeneous pairwise features as well as classification confidence to improve the performance, especially in a scenario with limited training data. This objective cannot be accomplished by comparing our approach with existing state-of-the-art techniques for query intent classification. Instead, we choose different schemes of our framework as the baselines (e.g., using the same framework, but we assume only one kind of pairwise feature or uniform confidence). Note that in each iteration, our framework makes a similar form of updating on the predictions (Eq. 9) as the well-known graph regularization method Harmonic [20]. Hence, different schemes of our framework are well represented baselines for existing graph regularization techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) “canon 35”</th>
<th>(b) “hp laptop hard drive”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>canon 35 mm lens</td>
<td>hard drive 1tb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canon 35T2</td>
<td>seagate harddrive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 mm wide angle 1.4 canon lens</td>
<td>western digital 2tb external</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Examples of (a) lexical and (b) co-click neighbors.

### 5.1 Experimental Setting

**Dataset.** We obtain a hierarchy of product categories from Bing Shopping. As our regularization framework targets generic classification problems, which may not have hierarchical categories as labels, we use only the most detailed 2043 leaf categories (i.e., \( K = 2043 \)), instead of taking advantage of the category taxonomy. Thus, our task is to predict the leaf category for each query.

In our experiments, we use a query log containing four million distinct queries. Some of these queries have been labeled by human judges, which we split into two disjoint subsets for training and testing. Specifically, the training set consists of 10K labeled queries for parameter learning, and the test set consists of over 10K labeled queries for evaluation. Although we reserve 10K labeled queries for training, we only use 1K of them in all experiments except in Sect. 5.2.4, where we vary the number of training queries.

We also use clickthrough data to build the co-click edge model. There are about 11 million clicks associated with about 1/4 of all queries. The fact that most queries do not have any click motivates the necessity of heterogeneous pairwise features.

**Vertex model.** Unless otherwise stated, we use the language vertex model (Sect. 4.2.1) in all experiments, which is weakly supervised and requires no labeled training queries. However, to demonstrate the robustness of our framework, we also compare it with an alternative vertex model in Sect. 5.2.2.

**Evaluation metrics.** For each query, we sort the categories according to their predicted probabilities, from which we can apply the following metrics.

- **Top-k accuracy:** the fraction of test queries which contain a correct result within the top \( k \) hypothesized categories;
- **Precision-recall plot:** a plot of precision against recall while varying the prediction cut-off threshold.
- **Optimal f-score:** the best f-score achievable among all points in the precision-recall plot.
- **Precision @ 0.5 recall:** precision at a recall level of 0.5. In practical scenarios, higher precision is usually more important than higher recall—we would rather not predict than suggest a wrong category.

### 5.2 Accuracy Study

#### 5.2.1 Case Study

We first present some illustrative results, providing insights on why our approach works.

**Query 1:** “canon 35”. This query is misclassified as camcorder by the unigram language model, since both words in the query are not sufficiently discriminative. However, its lexical neighbors reveal some interesting information, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Given these neighbors, it is not surprising that our approach can correctly classify this query as camera-lens.

**Query 2:** “hp laptop hard drive”. This query is misclassified as laptop by the unigram model, since the words “hp laptop” strongly suggest laptops. This time, its co-click neighbors, as shown in Fig. 2(b), allow our approach to correctly classify it as hard-drive.
5.2.2 Effect of Heterogeneous Pairwise Features

We compare our approach to the vertex model and regularization baselines that only consider one kind of pairwise feature.

- **Unigram**: The unigram model used in our vertex model.
- **Reg-Lex**: The same framework as ours, but with only the lexical pairwise features (i.e., the lexical edge model).
- **Reg-Click**: The same as Reg-Lex but with co-click pairwise features instead (i.e., the co-click edge model).

**Overall results.** The results are reported in Fig. 3 and 4. While all regularization methods generally outperform the unigram model especially at high recall levels, we make two further observations. First, neither Reg-Lex nor Reg-Click clearly dominates the other, which only uses lexical and co-click features, respectively. Normal behavior would expect Reg-Click to perform much better than Reg-Lex, since the former uses co-click pairwise features, a form of user feedback that may be more indicative than pairwise lexical features. For instance, many queries may be lexically similar yet unrelated (e.g., “laptop” and “laptop bag”), or related but exhibit no lexical similarity (e.g., “hp 3 in 1” and “canon printer”). Instead, our results can be explained by the sparsity of the click-through data, where only 1/4 of the queries have received at least one click, but almost all queries have lexically similar neighbors.

Second, by using both pairwise features, our approach performs substantially better than Reg-Lex and Reg-Click. One reason is that a single kind of pairwise feature cannot cover all queries. A second reason is that the combined evidence of both pairwise features is more informative than any single one alone, thus directly improving queries that have both features and indirectly improving queries that connect to neighbors with both features.

**Result breakdown.** We further analyze the performance on two subsets of queries—queries with clicks and ones without—as shown in Fig. 5. As expected, Reg-Click performs well for queries with clicks, but has no effect on queries without clicks. On the other hand, Reg-Lex improves the accuracy for both subsets of queries. It is not surprising that our approach outperforms both Reg-Click and Reg-Lex for queries with clicks, since in this subset, both pairwise features improve the classification accuracy. However, we also outperform all baselines for queries without clicks, although using co-click pairwise features alone has no effect on this subset. In this case, because classification evidence is iteratively propagated across all edge models in our approach, improvements to queries with clicks will influence their lexical neighbors, not all of which may have clicks. By combining heterogeneous pairwise features, we can extend the reach of each individual pairwise feature to influence and improve the performance of more queries via heterogeneous long-range dependencies.

**Alternative vertex model.** To demonstrate the robustness of our framework, we also evaluate our approach with an alternative regression vertex model. Specifically, we initialize the modes using a supervised logistic regression model (Regression) trained from a large number of labeled queries, with query words as features. To initialize the confidence, we use the query length as a heuristic, as empirical study suggests a correlation between longer queries and better classification accuracy of the regression model—longer queries contain more word features to guide the classification.

The results of using the regression vertex model are shown in Fig. 6. Similar to using the language vertex model as reported in Fig. 4, our approach outperforms the baselines by a clear margin, even though the improvements are not as substantial. We expect such results, since the regression model is a much stronger model than the unigram model, and is thus harder to improve upon. This is analogous to ensemble methods in machine learning, where it is generally easier to improve over weak learners than strong learners. Interestingly, despite initializing from a much stronger vertex model, the final results from regularizing the regression model is only slightly better than those from regularizing the unigram model. Thus, subsequent experiments use the language vertex model, which enjoys the additional benefit of being weakly supervised.

5.2.3 Effect of Confidence

Next, we investigate the effect of the confidence initialization on regularization. Specifically, we compare our heuristic method in Eq. 15 (Heuristic) with the following two strategies.

We call the first strategy NoConf, which uses the same framework as ours, except that no confidence information is applied. In other words, uniform confidence is used to initialize each query.

We label the second strategy Simulated, which also uses the same framework as ours. However, we initialize the confidence differently, since our confidence estimation (Eq. 15) is only a simple heuristic. To minimize the adverse effect of weak confidence
estimation, we generate more reliable confidence values via a simulation. Specifically, for each labeled query, we sample a random value \( x \) from two Gaussian distributions. If the top-1 category predicted by the unigram model is correct, then \( x \sim N(0.8, 0.1) \); otherwise, \( x \sim N(0.2, 0.1) \). Subsequently, we initialize the confidence of the labeled query with \( x \), clipped to the range \([0, 1]\). For each unlabeled query, we initialize its confidence to 0.512, which is the top-1 accuracy of the unigram model on the test queries.

The results of the different confidence initialization strategies are presented in Fig. 7. Although Heuristic only uses a simple heuristic (Eq. 15) to initialize the confidence, it performs better than No-Conf, which is not confidence-aware. On the other hand, Simulated performs the best, since it initializes confidence in a more reliable way. Thus, with more sophisticated confidence estimation, we can expect even better results from our framework.

5.2.4 Effect of Varying Amount of Data

In the following experiments, we vary the amount of data in three aspects: the number of labeled training queries, total queries, and clickthroughs. It is important to study the effects of varying the amount of data, since in practical scenarios, data is collected from a live system gradually.

Number of training queries. Recall from Sect. 3.3, we require some labeled queries as training data in order to learn the parameters \( \Lambda \). We examine the number of training queries needed to reach convergence on accuracy. Varying from 10 to 10K training queries, we record the corresponding performance in Fig. 8(a). The results reveal that with merely 10 training queries, we can already achieve a substantial improvement over the unigram baseline. Furthermore, with as few as 100 training queries, the performance has nearly converged. Considering that 100 is much smaller than the 2043 categories in this classification task, we demonstrate that our model requires very few training queries indeed. This is not surprising as we are not directly modeling the categories, which would require 2000+ training queries at the minimum, one for each category. Instead, we use the training queries only to learn \( \Lambda \), the weights of pairwise features. Coupled with the weakly supervised language vertex model, our approach reaches convergence with very few training queries in total.

Number of total queries. The majority of our queries are unlabeled and not directly used for parameter learning. However, as we increase the number of unlabeled queries, we also improve the connectivity of the graph. To evaluate the effect, we randomly sample a subset of all queries, and apply our approach using this subset as the total set of queries. The sample size varies between 1% and 100% of all queries. To eliminate any differences due to labeled training queries, our samples include the same set of 1K training queries throughout. The results are presented in Fig. 8(b). Despite using the same set of training queries, the accuracy of our approach increases as the amount of total queries used increases. Although most of the improvement is achieved when the amount of queries is initially increased from 1% to 20%, further increases result in smaller but continual improvements. From this trend, we expect that the accuracy can be further improved, but to a lesser extent, with an even larger query set.

Number of clickthroughs. Finally, we investigate the effect of varying the number of clickthroughs. Specifically, we randomly sample between 0% and 100% of clickthroughs from our query log, while using all queries and the same set of training queries. Fig. 9(a) and (b) illustrate the effect the amount of clickthroughs has on Reg-Click and our approach\(^2\), respectively. In both methods, using a larger number of clickthroughs improves accuracy. Similar to the effect of increasing the number of total queries, the improvements diminish as more clickthroughs are used. Nevertheless, the improvements have not converged, suggesting that additional clickthrough data will further increase performance.

5.3 Efficiency Study

Although our regularization framework is designed to be applied offline periodically (Sect. 4.3), efficiency is still important. For instance, to apply it daily, it shall not take longer than a day. The following experiments evaluate the efficiency of our approach.

5.3.1 Rate of Convergence

As our approach is iterative, the number of iterations required to achieve convergence is crucial to efficiency. Our experiments show that convergence is fast, with 2 to 4 iterations in most settings. In particular, when using all available data, Fig. 10(a) illustrates the convergence of classification accuracy with a precision-recall plot. Iteration-0 corresponds to the initial vertex model. Regularization in Iteration-1 results in a larger improvement, whereas Iteration-2 shows smaller improvement. There is virtually no improvement from Iteration-3 (not shown in the figure), which indicates that the

\(^2\)The number of clickthroughs does not affect the performance of Reg-Lex, which only utilizes lexical pairwise features.
the proposed framework, we discussed example realizations of several real-world IR tasks, particularly query intent classification in the shopping domain. Finally, we conducted extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset to verify our observations. With limited training data, our approach effectively leverages heterogeneous pairwise features and classification confidence.
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